
 
 
 

Growth and prosperity meeting 30th september 2019 

 
 
I am very disappointed that the panel is still being misled the same 
as the residents of Salford. On 16th Sept 2019 I had a visit from 
Miele who Pendleton Together have hired to look at issues with 
windows in our properties. Correct me if I am wrong, but he had a 
list for approx 200 jobs to assess. He was tasked with assessing 32 
jobs a day. To my knowledge after speaking with neighbours today 
a minimum of 3 flats on my block alone where assessed for faulty 
windows today. This is contrary to information that Pendleton 
Together have told the panel. Previously I have raised the 
problems with windows with the panel. This new information now 
backs up my claim there are serious issues with the windows and 
the panel needs to fully investigate. My own window needs to be 
re – geared which takes 2 men and over an hr to do. Also my 
window sill needs replacing. Several months ago Mayor Paul 
Dennett visited my flat to witness my issues with my window. I 
still do not know when the issues with my window and sill will be 
resolved? Residents on Malus can not reach to open windows in 
the kitchens. What have Pendleton Together done? Visited flats 
telling residents they can only open windows on vent and not in 
the way they are designed. If residents ignore Pendleton Together 
and open windows as designed and given the faults they break. 
Residents will be charged the cost. This is not right nor is it legal. 
The windows are designed to open. Also it could hamper escape in 
case of fire? Also I have (1) key for all my windows to open. This 
could also hamper my escape if a fire occurs and I need to use the 
window for escape. Councillor Garrido told me several months 
ago he would visit myself and see 1st hand the issues we have with 
the windows. As yet no contact to me or visit has happened? It 
seems everytime I raise issues with the Mayor and councillors we 



as residents are being ignored and our safety at risks. I am now 
asking for the Growth and Prosperity panel to take these issues 
seriously and come and visit our properties and the dangers we 
live in. We would also like to know when the removal of cladding 
begins as residents have been informed work begins in Sept 2019. 
Yet no signs of work begining ? No works plan? No confirmation 
if the new materials to replace cladding is in place? Has the new 
loan of £30 million has been signed off? There are strong rumours 
some blocks of flats will be demolished to pay the loans off? As 
the cost for fire marshalls is rising to nearly £3million at a cost of 
£25 thousand a week. How can this cost be over looked and what 
will be the predicted cost by the end of the cladding removed? 
Residents have a right to know answers. 

 
Yours sincerely 
 
Graeme Langton & Salford residents. 

 
 



Responses to written queries from Mr Langton submitted to Scrutiny Chair 30th September 
2019. 
 
Responses to the issues around windows have been provided to panel on several 
occasions.  This has included information on the accountability of the Pendleton Together 
repairs service and customer complaints process that should be followed if an individual 
tenant is unhappy with the service they receive.  This is overseen by the Housing 
Ombudsman. 
 
The responses provided as part of the July queries outline the action Pendleton Together 
has taken to investigate and address any faults.  The advice provided on the safe operation 
of the windows follows the manufacturer’s guidance.  All residents are being visited by the 
Resident Liaison Team and a range of repairs are being reported during these visits.  This 
includes additional repairs to windows and a number of other items.   Following July’s 
responses Mr Langton has been visited and repairs carried out.  Mr Langton has not 
complained to Pendleton Together about the repairs. 
 
Panel will be aware that the council takes the safety of its tenants very seriously.  Following 
the fire at Grenfell the council made available a £25m loan to enable the required works to 
be carried out.  Unfortunately the government confirmed that it would not be possible to loan 
to the project in this way and Together Housing are now taking steps to secure the funding 
for the works.  The council have also identified funding to install Sprinklers in all flats on the 
blocks. 
 
Residents are kept up to date of progress through regular newsletters, social media updates 
and home visits. PTOL have also employed a new Resident Liaison Team to help support 
residents through the work.  Copies of the resident newsletters have been provided to the 
Panel. 
 
The latest progress update identifies the work that is underway in the common areas and the 
contact that has been made with residents affected.  It was anticipated that work to the 
cladding would begin in the autumn.  Whilst no programme for the cladding removal is 
available it is now anticipated that this will begin early in the new year. 
 
There are no plans to demolish the blocks and the council are committed to getting the 
required fire safety works carried out including the installation of Sprinklers.  The completion 
of this work will allow the fire marshals to be stood down for the blocks. 
 
Responses provided to written queries submitted to July Scrutiny Panel  
 
Windows (July Response) 
 
The statement made about Councillor Merry’s comments on windows is inaccurate. 
Pendleton Together and the council originally responded to issues you raised on windows 
after a Scrutiny meeting in October 2018.   Here you allege that windows were faulty and a 
window had fallen out onto the ground.  It was reported that there had not been any reports 
of windows having fallen out onto the ground.  It was also reported to the same meeting that 
a programme of repair to identified faults on windows was due to commence on 22nd 
October 2018.  An investigation into the reasons behind the faults was still in progress at this 
time. 
 
Following this investigation Pendleton Together are visiting all residents to provide them with 
advice as to the safe operation of the windows fitted as they are designed to open.  This 
includes advice to keep the windows in the tilt mode and it has been confirmed that the 
windows meet building regulations with regards to airflow and provide adequate ventilation in 



the tilt position.   The information that is being provided to residents has been shared with 
Scrutiny committee and regular updates were provided to residents in the newsletters. 
 
Accountability of Pendleton Together on repairs and maintenance (July Response)
  
 
The queries raised by Mr Langton relate to the repairs service carried out by Pendleton 
Together on behalf of the council.  If tenants have queries about repairs they can contact 
Pendleton Together at Brotherton house, by telephone (0300 555 5567) or through the web 
site https://www.pendletontogether.co.uk/.  There is no record of Mr Langton making 
enquiries about the repairs to Pendleton Together.   
 
All repair issues raised have been passed to Pendleton Together.  If Mr Langton or any other 
tenants are not happy with the service received by Pendleton Together they should first 
follow the complaints procedure. 
 
Mr Langton also makes enquiries about repairs to other tenant’s homes.  The council or 
Pendleton Together cannot share information with Mr Langton regarding other tenancies. 
 
Whilst the council is not aware of every individual repair jobs they do regularly scrutinise 
repairs performance.  Performance of the PFI contract is monitored monthly with the 
contractor and repairs performance is part of this.   
 
Additional scrutiny of Pendleton Together’s performance is also carried out by customers.  
The customer assembly regularly review different service areas including repairs 
performance and carry out independent exercises scrutinising performance including 
mystery shopping. 
 
The issues around windows have been reported back to scrutiny committee on several 
occasions.  Two glass balconies have shattered and Pendleton Together has demonstrated 
they have taken appropriate steps to make the properties safe and investigate the causes of 
the faults.  Specialist window contractors concluded that the most likely cause of the glass 
breaking was vandalism.  The statements Mr Langton alleges are made by Tom Miskell 
about windows have been refuted by Mr Miskell 
 
 
 


